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ON THE NATURE OF

TEACHING AND
ASSESSING

"MATHEMATICAL POWER" AND
"MATHEMATICAL THINKING"
Jonathan Jay Greenwood

of the first three Standards for

studied but the actual growth in the student' s

Teaching Mathematics begin with

ability to think and reason.

Until recently, the means by which teachMathem
ers have assessed academic progress has

the following statements:

The goal of teaching mathematics is to
help all students develop mathematical
power (emphasis added) and all students
can learn to think mathematically (em-

phasis added) (NCTM 1991).
What exactly is "mathematical power" to
someone who has always identified mathematics as being the mastery of facts, such as

been through the use of paper-and-pencil

thinking
tests. The assumption has been that correct

answers mean mastery; wrong answers mean

learning deficiencies. Offered here are some
focus
of
ideas and alternatives to the more
traditional
methods of academic assessment. The sugrather
th
gested procedures, however, require a re-

the multiplication tables, and procedures,
such as the long division algorithm? What
does it mean to "think mathematically" to a
teacher who always struggled with story
problems as a student? To those teachers

thinking of the criteria for teaching and

learning so that they are better aligned with
by-prod

the development of mathematical thinking

and power. The article begins by offering
seven such learning criteria. Included in the

who fit these descriptions, and a sizable
ing implies a systematic approach to quantilisting are suggestions for teaching and
number do, assessing students' mathematitative problems. It is a by-product of learnassessing students' progress that are comcal power and mathematical thinking is even
ing and doing mathematics. At the same
patible with each learning criterion. This
more bewildering.

time, it can be the focus of learning rather
discussion is followed with suggestions for
Piaget refers to mathematical powerthan
as just a by-product. This focus suggests
assessing students' growth and grading it.
that all mathematics lessons could benefit
having to do with acquiring personal "auPedagogical foundations that support this
tonomy" (Kamii 1 984). In this context, mathby monitoring not only the content being approach and several content-specific appli-

ematical power is the student's ability to
think and function independently from the

teacher. Mathematical power is attained by

М£ДД^^^Н

helping students develop thought processes
Спгегю tor incrtiHMi Miliccil tttinlciii£|
that can he used to solve problems and to

determine whether solutions are appropriate. Mathematical power is gained by mini-1 . Everything you do in mathematics should make sense to you.

mizing the student's dependence on the2. Whenever you get stuck, you should be able to use what you know to get yourself unstuck.
teacher or answer key.

3. You should be able to identify errors in answers, in the use of materials, and in thinking.

Mathematical thinking involves, among
4. Whenever you do a computation, you should use a minimum of counting.
other things, the abilities to (a) recognize
5. You should be able to perform calculations with a minimum of rote pencil-paper computapatterns, (b) generalize common problem tions.
situations, (c) identify errors, and (d) gener6. When the strategy you are using isn't working, you should be willing to try another strategy

ate alternative strategies. Mathematical think- instead of giving up.

7. You should be able to extend, or change, a problem situation by posing additional conditions
Jay Greenwood teaches at Georgia Southwestern or questions.
College, Americus, G A 31709, and also works with
students at Sumter County Middle School.
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cations of the methods outlined in this article

on mathematics problems where they are "unstuck." Often it is seen as the thing to do.

can be found in Greenwood (1991, 1992).

asked to draw a rectangle with a perimeter of Because of short-term gains, supplying the

Learning Criteria for
Mathematical Thinking

18 and a length of 4. You stop to observe answer saves time, it keeps the student on
Doris, who seems to be progressing well. task, it minimizes errors, and the student is
You interrupt her work quietly and ask her to more apt to seek you out for help when it is

explain how she arrived at the drawing of a needed. However, the long-term effects of

The criteria found in table 1 are designed to

4X5 rectangle. Her first response is to erase consistently giving answers can hinder stu-

be introduced to the students during the first

the answer and proceed to work the problem dents' ability to learn what is needed to get
over. Does this scenario sound familiar? In
themselves unstuck (Bruner 1968). There-

class period to familiarize them with the
notions of "mathematical thinking" and
"mathematical power." They can be written
on large posterboard and hung on the wall

many classrooms, students have acquired fore, this criterion suggests that students'
the notion that the teacher asks for explana- questions be answered with questions that

tions only for incorrect answers (Kamii will lead to getting unstuck. In this example,
1984). To develop thinking skills, we must an appropriate response might be, "Do you
begin to value students' explanations forali know what 8X8 is?" If the student answers
refer to them often, daily if possible. Introducing the criteria during the first week of work, all thinking - correct and incorrect "64," the teacher then asks, "Can you use
school helps students anticipate probing alike. When students begin to see that such that information to figure out what '8X7'
questions throughout the year because they questions as "Are you willing to show me is?" If the student doesn't know what 8 X 8 is

for the duration of the class. The idea is to

begin to see from the start that more will be

or can' t use the answer to figure out 8 X 7, try

expected of them than just correct answers.
In the discussion that follows, the learn-

a follow-up question, such as "Do you know

ing criteria themselves are enumerated. The

information to figure out what '8X7' is?" As

what '7X7' is, and if so can you use that

Respond to

statement that follows each criterion is the

rationale that is offered to the students dur-

students anticipate your questions to their

questions with

ing the first meeting. The accompanying
lesson example is given to help convey ideas

questions.

pertaining to teaching and monitoring each
criterion. Before turning to the task of illus-

questions, they begin to ask the same kinds
of questions of themselves. By the teacher's
example they learn some strategies for getting unstuck. Students too can serve as "strat-

egy teachers." They can share with the class

trating the criteria, a word is in order about

difficulties they've encountered and tactics

the nature of the examples used. Care has
been taken to depict scenarios that cover a
how you got that answer?" "How do you
wide range of instructional situations from
know?" and "Why is that so?" apply to all
basic computational exercises to more genthe mathematics they do, they will develop
eral problem solving. The intent of these
more confidence in their original solutions
examples is to show the applicability of the
and not feel compelled to erase them so
criteria across this range and to assist the
quickly. Students who react to such quesaudience most in need of these ideas.
tions with confidence illustrate growth in

they've used to get unstuck. Sharing this

1. Everything you do in mathematics
should make sense to you.

this criterion.

information offers students alternatives and

fosters independence in thinking.
3. You should be able to identify errors in
answers, in the use of materials, and in
thinking.

You can learn a great deal from your errors
if you are willing to think about them once

2. Whenever you get stuck, you should he
You should be able to explain your strate- able to use what you know to get yourself

gies and thoughts so they are clearly under-

^^^^^^^^M

unstuck.

stood by others, not just repeat the steps of For you to learn to think for yourself, it is

■aťiMi É ■■!*■ --■>-- mm JL' ■•'■»"- Д- mftmrnmu

what to do to get an answer The only way I important that you learn how to answer your

can determine whether something makes own questions. I'm asking you to learn how
sense to you is by listening to you explain it to build on what you know without asking

■'ЗЕЕеУЕ^^''"''1",:.'"^ > :- "■'•' '•'.'' :i''*"! 'Л ■• VÍ ' : .CL,

to me or to others. My assumption is that you the teacher or checking the answer key. To

can't explain something unless you under- do so, it is important that you learn how to
stand it yourself. Sometimes you will he use what you know to straighten yourself out
asked to explain how you worked a problem when you run into trouble. In the beginning,
by using manipulatives, diagrams, patterns, I will help you out by asking you some
or other materials we will be using. Eventu- questions that will lead you to get unstuck.

ally you will be asked to describe your Later on, you will be able to ask the questhoughts and the pictures you have in your tions of yourself. When you start doing that,

mind. So you see, you will have many we will both know you are learning how to
opportunities to show whether something get unstuck.
makes sense to you.

Discussion and example. Rafael comes to
Discussion and example. Imagine walk- you and asks, "What is '8X7'? I forgot." To

ing around the room as students are working

supply the answer (56) is to get the student
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figure 3 contribute to the sum of the mea-

sures of the angles of ABCD. This observa-

^^^^^^^^^H

tion suggests that Miguel's answer needs to

be decreased by 360 degrees, and the ad- 1Ыл/тасЫМкпю'пра of ~
justed answer of 720° -360° = 360° agrees
with Maria's. However, long-term advantages are gained by asking the students to
discover the nature of the error in the first

solution themselves (Bruner 1968; Wirtz
1976; Greenwood 1981). This criteria focuses on the importance of helping students

develop the means and the confidence to
question answers. Eventually, as students
become more familiar with identifying errors, they also become more comfortable
and articulate in demonstrating their think-

ing strategies.

4. Whenever you do a computation, you
shouldask
use a minimum of counting.
they've been spotted. At times I will
whether you disagree with something
and
I will be
interested in how well you can learn
whether you can spot some mistake. If
to somethink about numbers and how you can
thing is wrong and you can spot it, that
will
picture
them being added, subtracted, multell us both that you know how it is supposed
tiplied, and divided. To help you concen-

to be. If nothing is wrong and you think
tratethere
on thinking, I'm going to be asking you

room. The teacher asks Marty, "What' s eight

I'm interested in how well you can help
each
through
a computation. By doing so, you'll

fingers to count on from eight, moving a
finger with each word, saying, "Nine, ten,

is, that will tell us something too. Ittowill
beto count. What I would like you to
try not
important to listen to other students do,
because
as much as possible, is think your way

other. We learn best when we take advan-

eleven, twelve, thirteen. The answer is thir-

tage of our mistakes because mistakes tell us

teen." Next imagine that twenty minutes

a lot about what we need to work on. In a lot

of ways, "mistakes" are stepping stones to
learning.

Discussion and example. The class is
using the fact that the sum of the measures of

the three angles of any triangle is 180 degrees to find the sum of the measures of the

four angles of any quadrilateral. Miguel has

have passed, and the teacher again asks

Could you find
the answer without
counting?

volunteered to come to the front of the class

to demonstrate his answer of 720 degrees.
He uses figure 1 to illustrate his thinking.

He explains, "The quadrilateral ABCD is
broken into four triangles, and each triangle

has a total of 180 degrees. Therefore, the

actually find more and more patterns that

will shorten your computations and make
them easier for you to do. Every time you do

a lot of counting, you actually stop thinking

and begin to rely on the counting process
itself. If you do this enough, you stop imSeveral students nod approvingly, and
proving, you stop growing; you just fall
several others look confused. The teacher
back to counting. The more you count, the
asks if any students disagree, and although

figurey4£CDhas4X 1 80° =720° altogether."

less you think. The more you think, the less
none signal the recognition of an error, Maria

asks to share her result, which seems toyou have to count. As we move along in our

work together, I'm going to ask you to

suggest a different answer. She illustrates
explain your work and your thinking in
her answer with figure 2. She explains, "I
ways that minimize counting.
broke ABCD into two triangles, and therefore the figure ABCD has 2X 180° = 360° Discussion and example. This criterion is
altogether."

plus five?" Marty is observed to use his

specifically meant to address the practice of

counting on one's fingers to arrive at some
The discussion that ensues can go several

Marty to find the answer to "eight plus five."

It is not unusual to observe Marty repeat the

earlier process in coming up with the answer

of thirteen. In fact, when Marty is faced

again with the same question, a day, week,
or year later, it is not surprising that he
employs the same process. The fact that
counting always leads to the correct answer

can actually hinder the student's learning

anything permanent about the way numbers

are combined and partitioned. This idea led
Wirtz to conclude that "counting confounds

thinking" and that "thinking is maximized
when counting is minimized" (Wirtz 1976).
It has also been shown that when students

have already become dependent on counting as a means for producing addition and
subtraction answers, it is counterproductive

to demand that they discontinue the practice

without helping them develop an alternative

strategy with which to replace it (Newton
1985; Greenwood 1981). Therefore, whenever counting is observed, the teacher can
wait until the student is finished before ask-

addition or subtraction fact. Imagine the
ways. The teacher can, of course, point out

ing, "I noticed how you got your answer,
Marty. Could you have found it without

situation occurring in a classthat none of the angle measures a, b, c, d following
in

having to count?" Additional questions

1
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posed to the class to offer alternatives could

sentences to describe the next sentence in

also be framed in this way: "Can someone
think of another way you could figure out
the answer without having to count?" As

this sequence. The class discussion, where to help give value to these questions and
students share their thinking, leads to the these types of discussions.
following:

these questions are asked over time and as
alternative strategies are generated by their

peers, students begin to value noncounting

cessful there too? This criterion is an attempt

6. When the strategy you are using isn 't
working out, you should be willing to try
another strategy instead of giving up.

1 +2 = 3
4+5+6=7+8

strategies and thus begin to generate and

9+10+11 + 12=13 + 14+15

employ thinking processes to replace count-

16+17+18+19+20=21+22+23+24

ing practices.

how to think for yourself. It is also one of the
The natural question at this point
is whether

5. You should be able to perform
calculations with a minimum of rote
pencil-paper computations.
This criterion is very similar to item 4, but it

is included to give extra emphasis to mental-

computational strategies and the use of cal-

This criterion is probably the most important of all because it focuses on your learning

hardest
because
it challenges you to work
this fourth sentence is true, and
here
again

out of tight spots without the help
the students can be asked to tryyour
to way
determine

the teacher
oror
the answer key. Learning
the answer without using paperofand
pencil
how to think means you are learning how to
calculator. The author has witnessed several

very clever techniques suggested by students. One favorite was given by a fifth-

culators and computers. It is important that

take care of yourself. It means you don't

always need someone else to solve your
problems for you. Solving your own problems is the most important thing that school

we explore a lot of different ways of solving

can teach you. It offers you a chance to

arithmetic computations and become com-

develop a sort of independence and a sort of

fortable with several that go beyond paper

and pencil. Exploring alternatives will also

help us learn to think mathematically because we'll be concentrating on how things
fit together.

Discussion and example. Consider the
following set of number sentences:

If one strategy

does not work,
are you willing to
try another?

1 + 2 = 3
4 + 5 + 6 = 7 + 8

"power" that will help you learn on your
own after school has taught you all it can. I
want you to try to think about this criterion

every time you get bogged down trying to
solve a problem. Try to monitor your growth

in this area and see whether you can minimize the number of times you "give up" on
a problem. We will have a number of opportunities to talk about your progress through-

out our work together.

9+ 10+ 11 + 12=13+ 14+ 15

Discussion and example. This criterion is

When each number sentence is presented
grade student who claimed that all such

similar to criterion 2, "getting unstuck," but

one at a time, the teacher pauses and asks the
sentences formed in this way would be true.
class if each one is true. The first two sen-

like the earlier example of the relationship
between criterion 4 and criterion 5, it too is

tences are easily judged by most classes as

more general than its earlier version because

being true. The next sentence, however,
oftentimes has students reaching for their

His reasoning went like this:

The first sentence is easy, so I'll start with
the next one. The second sentence starts

it refers to overall strategies rather than
isolated facts or procedures. The intent of

pencils and calculators. In such situations,
when students are asked to perform a computation in the context of solving a larger

off with 4, which is 2 twos. Give one of the the criterion is to help students begin to think

problem or investigating a pattern, it is im-

episodic problems. This example comes from

portant to take the opportunity to focus on
mental-computational techniques. Thus, this
criterion provides a forum around which the
teacher can ask, "Can you determine whether
the sentence is true by just using your mind?"

2s to the 5 and one of the 2s to the 6, and in terms of overall problem-solving strate-

gies rather than just isolated answers to

you get the right side (7 + 8).

^2_,2

4+5+6=7+8

an experience with a seventh-grade class
that was working on geometric construc-

7 + 8 = 7 + 8

tions. The class had been given a homework
problem that asked them to construct a 75-

The third sentence starts off with 9, which

degree angle. The next day, a class discus-

is 3 threes. Give a 3 to the 10, a 3 to the 1 1 ,

sion showed that several students had solved
Students will propose such strategies as "On
and a 3 to the 12, and you get the right side.
the left side, '9+ 1 1=20/ and the other two
the problem by constructing two perpen-

numbers add up to '22/ and '20+22=42.'
On the right side, add the three '10s' to-

gether and get '30,' and '3+4+5=12' and
'30+12=42.' So the sentence is true." As

3 3 3

9 + 10+ 11 + 12=13 + 14+15
13+14+15 = 13+14+ 15

dicular lines and bisecting the right angle
forming a 45-degree angle. Then by constructing an equilateral triangle, they pro-

duced three 60-degree angles. Bisecting one
other student-devised strategies are given,
He continued in this way until of
hethe
had
shown
angles
of the triangle formed a 30that his method worked for the four senthe point is made that many computations
degree angle. Copying adjacent 45-degree
can be performed mentally and that a certain
tences given. The class, and the author, were and 30-degree angles formed the desired 75-

amount of "power" is gained by those who
quite impressed. What would the next sen- degree angle. See figure 4.
One of the students, who had been unable
tence in this sequence look like? Would it be

can learn to do so. The teacher can then ask

if anyone can use the pattern of the first three

a true sentence? Will this strategy be suc- to solve the problem the night it was as-

NOVEMBER
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signed, came to class the day following the

class discussion and shared the following
solution (see fig. 5). He said that after he
saw what other students had done, he had
begun to think about the problem after class.

When he figured out his solution, he was
excited and wanted to share it with the class.

^^^^^^^^Я

these conditions, the student is meant to see

that one's responsibility for doing a math-

ematics problem does not end when an an-

Another approach requiring
swer is obtained. The process of explaining
only one bisection and the
and defending one's strategy is of equal
construction of an equilateral
importance. Besides offering many valutriangle
able opportunities for students to learn from

This criterion creates a forum whereby sec-

their own work, whether correct or incor-

ondary solutions and afterthoughts are an

rect, this process is also a critical diagnostic
tool the teacher can use to see "inside the

important component of mathematics.

student's head" to determine the extent of

7. You should be able to extend a problem
situation by posing additional conditions
or questions.

understanding. The seven criteria support
the notion that the strength of knowledge is

in the ability not only to answer questions
but also to have the sense and confidence to

Every problem is determined by the specific

question answers.

conditions that it describes. By changing
any of the conditions, you end up with a new

and different problem. We will be trying to

go beyond solving problems and coming up
with answers. Part of our work will be about

making up our own questions and problems.

Establishing these seven learning criteria

Each letter represents a digit (0, 1, 2, . . . , 9)
and the students were to find the value of С

alone will not automatically generate instant

successful learning in all students. The

By trial and error, most students found that

teacher needs to see that establishing and

С = 9 and Л = 1 and that В could be any other

referring to the learning criteria is an impor-

digit. The class discussion intrigued one

tant first step. Given time and attention, the

After we work a problem, we might ask
student, Sophia. She continued to play
"What would happen if ... ?" This question
around with the problem after class to the
usually leads to a different problem, and I extent that she removed the restriction that С

want you to pay attention to how often we
explore it in class and how often you ask it
yourself. Albert Einstein once said, "Imagination is more important than knowledge."

to a fourth-grade class.
A

and personal responsibility to their learning.

be a one-digit number. The next day, she

Assessing

shared her findings with the class. It seems
that if A = 7, and В = 4, then

Students7 Progress

7

This criterion is about imagination.

Discussion and example. Problem posing
is the ultimate expression of mathematical
growth (Bruner 1968; Wirtz 1976). Consider the following problem that was given

criteria can help students bring more thought

We now shift our focus to assessing and

4

grading students. In this area, the role of the

+C

teacher is to gather information that de-

74

scribes how students respond to each of
these criteria; organize what is observed;

means that С = 63. Continuing in this vein,

Sophia found that in each case, С would

and turn it into usable, accurate assessment

necessarily be a multiple of nine, and in fact

data. The following discussion contains some
ideas that have been found useful in this

would be 9ХЛ. By extending the problem
she found another interesting property of

В

+C
AB

иптття

effort.

numbers, and she was motivated to share her

Whenever working or explaining finished

discovery with the class. More important in

work, the student supplies the teacher with

the long term, the class discussion that she

information that can be used to gauge growth

prompted set a memorable example to the

along at least one of the criteria. In the
beginning, these observations can be recorded on the record sheet shown in table

other students about the potential for posing

Constructing a 75-degree
one's own questions and problems.
angle by bisecting a right
These seven criteria, then, form the basis

2. After a while, as the assessment process
angle, bisecting a 60-degree
is internalized by the teacher, most assessfor establishing a classroom environment
angle, and copying the two
that advances the notion that "mathematics
ment data are more easily remembered and
angles as adjacent angles

is a way of thinking." They lay a foundation organized without having to record them. At

whereby students can actually practice math-

any rate, in the beginning the recording sheet

ematical thinking while learning it them- can be used as follows:
selves. The criteria go a long way in giving
importance to the order and logic on which

the field of mathematics is built. They de-

pend on and support students' understandings and the ability to talk about their work

a. To keep an unmarked original record
form, make a photocopy of it and refile
the original for future use.

b. Write each student's name on the copy,

in ways that will make sense to others. с Make one copy of this record for each

According to these criteria, mathematics is

148

month assessment data are collected.

not seen as being just a chain of rules, each

d. Equate each number at the top of the form

of which produces an answer. In fact, under

with one of the criteria. For example:
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1 = Everything you do in mathematics
should make sense to you. (Understands)
2 = Whenever you get stuck, you should

paper computations. (Minimum paper-pencil use)

or others, such as the one offered here, can be

6 = When the strategy you are using isn 't

be used in place of the letters and might be

working out, you should be willing to

be able to use what you know to get

try another strategy instead of giving

yourself unstuck. (Gets unstuck)

up. (Perseverance)

3 = You should be able to identify errors
in answers in the use of materials and

in thinking. (Spots errors)

4 = Whenever you do a computation, you

should use a minimum of counting.
(Minimum of counting)
5 = You should be able to perform calculations with a minimum of rote pencil-

7 = You should be able to extend a prob-

lem situation by posing additional

conditions or questions. (Problem
posing)
e. Select a grading and recording system to
use on the student data that will be collected.

used. If you prefer, the numbers 1-5 could

considered when a numerical average is
desired. Several suggestions are given in

table 3. Whichever code is selected, the
teacher records the grade or score under the

appropriate criterion when a student provides information to the teacher. For ex-

ample, Su-Lin is observed working with
another student, Hans. The teacher overhears the following conversation:

Su-Lin: "Wait a minute, that's not right.
Six times eight isn't fifty-six."

Letter grades, such as the traditional A-F, Hans: "Yes it is."

щШ^ЛчШ^^Ш
Student record form

Student

A
A
A/////////
///////
////yv////, ///////
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Su-Un: "No it's not. I'll bet you it's not."

^^^^^^н

Hans: "Okay, let's get the grid and
masks" (the materials being used
at the time).

Grading codes that might be used for each criterion
Grade Grade Score Interpretation

A E 5 Excellent. A superior example of a clear explanation (use of ma-

They get the grid and masks, and Hans

terials, gets unstuck, spots errors, etc.)

discovers that he's made a mistake. The

teacher has gained valuable assessment in-

В V 4 Very good. Better-than-average explanation (use of materials,
gets unstuck, spots errors, etc.)

formation on both students. Su-Lin spotted
С G 3 Good. Satisfactory explanation but lacking in detail (use of matean error and called it to Hans' s attention, so
the teacher can record an "E" or "V" under

the number "3" next to her name (using the

middle coding system). Hans was able to
focus on the question raised by Su-Lin and

rials, gets unstuck, spots errors, etc.)

D В 2 Below average. Lacks detail and raises questions as to complete
understanding (use of materials, gets unstuck, spots errors, etc.)

F N 1 Not satisfactory. Not able to meet this criterion at this time

had some sense of how to find the correct

answer. In doing so, he found his error and
corrected it. The teacher needs to decide

not jolted with surprise when called on. Inself-evaluations. The code that follows has
such situations, the teacher can also make a also been used with students because many
whether this occurrence was an example of

getting unstuck or finding an error, or both,
note to observe these students more closely.find it easier to interpret:
but it is useful information no matter where As time goes on, the teacher gets a lot better

A = Always

it is recorded. It should also be noted that hadat pacing observations and spreading them

M = Most of the time

Hans not suggested the grid and masks as around
a
more evenly throughout the month.

way of finding the correct answer, or if At the end of each month the students can
neither of them spotted the error, this inforbe asked to evaluate themselves according
mation would also have been useful and
to the same seven criteria. By doing so, the
could have been translated into a "B" or "N"
students take an active part in monitoring

for both. The situation given in the forego-

О = Occasionally
S = Seldom
N = Notatali

their own growth and have a chance to After sufficient time, students' self-evalu

ing dialogue would be worthy of a class
discussion to help students better under-

ations are collected. The teacher then go

over each student' s form carefully and eva

stand how such interactions can he used to

ates it using the same grade codes, marki

assess learning. It might be introduced to the

in the rightmost column. In the beginnin
it is not unusual for students to be more

class like this:

"While I was walking around during your
work time, I saw Su-Lin and Hans discussing a difference of opinion about one of the

problems. Su-Lin and Hans, are you willing
to tell the class what happened?" After the
situation is described, ask the class whether
they can tell which of the learning criteria
was demonstrated in that example, and then
go on to tell Su-Lin and Hans that they need

to think about taking credit for the way in

Progress against

critical of themselves and more negative
with their own self-given scores than the

these criteria

assessments given by the teacher. Whenever

can be assessed

these discrepancies occur, the student can be

asked to try to describe how the teacher's
grade was determined. That is, what information did the teacher use to assess the

by both teacher
and student.

student's growth as being greater than that
given by the student? The question is more
than rhetorical, since it asks the student to

which they handled it. (See Greenwood

reflect on how she or he is perceived by

[1991, 1992] for more examples.)

others; and since the teacher's grade is gen-

The teacher should make an effort to
collect information for each criterion on

erally higher, it offers the student a chance to

compare their evaluative statements with think about how she or he has grown. As

every student at least once per month. There-the teacher' s. Table 4 is a copy of the general time goes on, students develop a better sense
form used with students.
fore, copies of the record sheet are needed
for assessing themselves and seem to keep

for each month of use. Often, if enough On Monday or Tuesday of the last weekthe criteria more in mind when they are
information hasn't been gathered for, say,of each month, the form is distributed toworking. Again over time, students lose the
each student. The students are asked to conJosefand the class is approaching the end of

biting edge of self-criticism and become

the month, the teacher may tell him that he
sider each criterion carefully and to grademore kind to themselves. When the teacher
will be asked to share some of his work at the themselves, marking in the left column,finishes writing responses on the forms, they
front of the class the next day (or soon). It isaccording to how they think they've doneare returned to the students with the request

important to give students advance noticeover the course of the month. They are asked that they be taken home and shown to their
when they will be asked to do something thatto use the same grading code that will beparents. They are to be returned the next day

involves personal risk (Newton 1985). It used by the teacher. The students can use thewith the parent' s signature and are kept until
helps them prepare their focus and they aresuggested code given previously in their the end of the grading period. These infor1
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mal assessments are intended to supplement
the formal grades that are sent home at the

end of each grading period. This type of
monthly communication is vitally important in monitoring and reporting students'

growth. It has been found that this total
assessment program is effective for several
reasons:

criteria both to learning and to implied
the assesssupport for letter grades and gradement of learning.
point averages. The intent rather is to offer

helpfulgrades
suggestions to teachers who find
• Students are not surprised when
themselves
with the problems of
come out. They are much more a partstruggling
of
transition
that
will
help
broaden the concept
the grading process, and they begin to
of
grades
so
that
they
better
reflect students'
see it as a "consequence" of their efforts
growth
in
mathematical
power
and mathduring the previous days and weeks.
ematical thinking and place less emphasis
on procedural knowledge that is the domain

• It gives the students a chance to grade
themselves, which is critical to developing a sense of personal involvement and

Suggestions

of tests and quizzes.

for Grading

With this intent in mind, the process of
translating the foregoing discussion into re-

personal responsibility in one's learning.

The following discussion is difficult to broach

corded grades is the next step in expanding
student assessment to reflect these new di-

• It gives students an opportunity
toofcombecause
the personally sensitive nature of
pare their evaluative judgment with
somegrading
students. It is also difficult because

mensions. Itisimportantthatstudents' grades
reflect all the areas that have been the focus

one else's. This type of "reality
check"
of the
laudable work done recently to move
helps solidify the student's "outside-in"
assessment toward holistic parameters rather

of the seven learning criteria given previously. Grades that are solely dependent on

view of self.

than reduce them to simplistic letter grades
• The learning criteria become more
of thefamilpast (Stenmark 1989). The sugges-

test scores and on the completion of home-

iar, more important, and moretions
useful
tohere are not intended in any
offered

work assignments simply do not capture the

the students as they learn how toway
apply
the
as a criticism
of that work, nor as

quality of learning that is proposed and

^^^^^^^V
Student* toocher inottteincmcs evoluotion sheet

Student

What

give
I

I

1

I'd

What

myself
.

I

give

the

would

clear

teacher

give

and

me

understanda

I

I

I

I

6. When a strategy doesn't work, I try another one instead of giving up. I
7. I can extend, or change, a problem by asking extra questions or posing different conditions. I
I

I

|

9.

I

am

a

helpful

partner.

I

I

I
Use the following code to mark yourself in each criterion.

A = Always

M = Most of the time

О = Occasionally
S = Seldom

N = Notatali
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Suggestions for weighting the different criteria
Ex.

1

Ex.

2

Ex.

3

weight weight weight Criterion
13% 15% 10% Understanding
13% 10% 15% Getting unstuck

'J) The B

12% 10% 10% Spotting errors

ГоИеГ* ' ^"T '

12% 10% 15% Using minimum of counting

' ** - - ' His Fra

13% 20% 15% Using minimum of paper-pencil
12%

10%

15%

Fractions and Some Cool Distractions is

Perseverance

a new video series starring a brainy

12% 10% 10% Problem posing

seagull. In addition to some fantastically

13% 15% 10% Tests and quizzes

entertaining animation, the package
features helpful on-camera instruction,

100% 100% 100% Total grade

practice problems, and a workbook. It's
perfect for "Chapter 1 " students or

anyone between 10 and 100 who hasn't
learning
criteria that help put into
operation
intended by the NCTM's
Curriculum
and
Evaluation Standards (1989).
teacher
the conceptsThe
of mathematical
power and

mathematical
thinking.
The criteria can be
can quantify each of the
seven
learning

yet mastered fractions.
FOR A 30 DAY FREE TRIAL

CONTACT: RAHLIC PUBLISHING
301 KEITHWOOD RD.

criteria by using numbers
used across
instead
grade levels
of and
letter
for all math-

WYNNEWOOD, PA 19096

ematical
topics
as a basis
for planning,
grades, find their sum,
and
add
the
test teaching, and assessing
students'
growth.
scores to this total. Dividing
this
accumu-

215-649-0982

lated total by 8 (the seven criteria plus the

average test score - see table 2), provides
the teacher a meaningful,
more complete
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measure of the student.
When
weighing
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a Theory of Instruction.
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each area somewhat equally,
composite
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Effects of Studentgrade might then be determined
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Summary

(February 1984):410-15.

Implementing the NCTM's curriculum stan-

dards and professional teaching standards
(1989, 1991) requires operational definitions for such terms as mathematical power
and mathematical thinking. Without a work-

able process for defining our work in teach-

ing and assessing these noble goals, we
stand exposed to the close scrutiny of those
more interested in test scores as a means of

measuring students' growth. The ideas and

experiences presented in this article are
shared as an attempt to contribute to this
effort. They are based on the use of seven
1
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